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The Amazing Flying Machine 

More than one hundred years ago, two brothers stood on a sand dune at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. 
Nearby was a big, odd-looking machine they had built. The brothers were Orville and Wilbur Wright. The 
machine was the world's first powered airplane. 

Today, that amazing flying machine is on display at the National Air and Space Museum in Washington, 
D.C. The museum has the largest collection of historic aircraft and spacecraft in the world.

A new exhibit at the museum marks the 100th anniversary of the Wright brothers' famous flight. 

The Wright brothers' flying machine looks something like a box kite with an engine. But it made all 
future flight possible. 

Wheels to Wings 

In 1896, the Wright brothers made bicycles in Dayton, Ohio. But they dreamed of wings, not wheels. 

At that time, the only way to fly was in a basket under a hot-air balloon. Not many people did so, as the 
balloons were hard to control. 

Orville and Wilbur set out to build a machine that could fly. It would have glider-type wings and an 
engine. 

Designing and building the flying machine took years. When it was finally ready, bad weather set in. The 
Wrights had to wait months to test their invention. 

Flying was a dangerous mission. Other people had died trying to fly. On December 17, 1903, however, 
the Wright brothers were ready to take their chances. 

Orville was the machine's first pilot. His flight lasted only 12 seconds. The flyer traveled just 120 feet and 
landed with a thud. The flight was short but very sweet. It proved that humans could fly. 

Orville and Wilbur made four flights that day. They took turns as pilots. Wilbur made the longest flight. 
He flew for 59 seconds and went a distance of 852 feet. 

Roll, Pitch, and Yaw 

The Wright brothers' invention began the age of flight. Their machine was important not only because it 
flew, but because it could be controlled in the air. 

The Wrights could control their craft in three important ways-roll, pitch, and yaw. They could roll the 
wings right or left. They could pitch the plane's nose up or down. And they could yaw the nose from side 
to side. 
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Being able to control the plane in those three ways made all the difference. All pilots use those same 
controls when flying today. 

To the Stars 

After the Wright brothers' success, flying really took off. 

In May 1927, Charles Lindbergh flew a small, one-seater plane across the Atlantic Ocean. He was the 
first person to do such a feat alone. 

That plane, the Spirit of St. Louis, can be seen at the Air and Space Museum. 

The museum also displays a jet named Glamorous Glennis. Its pilot was Chuck Yeager. In October 1947, 
Yeager flew the plane 700 miles per hour. It was the first plane to fly faster than the speed of sound. 
With jets, humankind pushed toward the edge of space and beyond! 

In 1962, John Glenn became the first man to orbit Earth. He flew in the Mercury Friendship 7 space 
capsule. That tiny craft is now at the museum. The craft that first flew men to the moon is there, too. 

For the Wright brothers, flight was an amazing adventure. Today, the adventure goes on. In the past 
hundred years, human flight has soared from Kitty Hawk to the moon! 

What knowledge might be needed to increase the likelihood of successful comprehension of this text? 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Processing 

https://www.aft.org/periodical/american-educator/spring-2006/how-knowledge-helps 

Record notes from your section of How Knowledge Helps. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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A Lack of Background Knowledge Can Hinder Reading Comprehension 

The purpose of going to school is to learn, but students may find certain topics difficult to 
understand if they don't have the necessary background knowledge. This is one of the conclusions 
of a research article published in Psychological Science, a journal of the Association for 
Psychological Science. 

"Background knowledge plays a key role in students' reading comprehension -- our findings show that if 
students don't have sufficient related knowledge, they'll probably have difficulties understanding text," says 
lead researcher Tenaha O'Reilly of Educational Testing Service (ETS)'s Center for Research on Human Capital in 
Education. "We also found that it's possible to measure students' knowledge quickly by using natural language 
processing techniques. If a student scores below the knowledge threshold, they'll probably have trouble 
comprehending the text." 

Previous research has shown that students who lack sufficient reading skills, including decoding and 
vocabulary, fare poorly relative to their peers. But the research of O'Reilly and ETS colleagues Zuowei Wang 
and John Sabatini suggests that a knowledge threshold may also be an essential component of reading 
comprehension. 

The researchers examined data from 3,534 high-school students at 37 schools in the United States. The 
students completed a test that measured their background knowledge on ecosystems. For the topical 
vocabulary section of the test, the students saw a list of 44 words and had to decide which were related to the 
topic of ecosystems. They also completed a multiple-choice section that was designed to measure their factual 
knowledge. 

Then, after reading a series of texts on the topic of ecosystems, the students completed 34 items designed to 
measure how well they understood the texts. These comprehension items tapped into their ability to 
summarize what they had read, recognize opinions and incorrect information, and apply what they had read 
to reason more broadly about the content. 

The researchers used a statistical technique called broken-line regression -- often used to identify an inflection 
point in a data set -- to analyze the students' performance. 

The results revealed that a background-knowledge score of about 33.5, or about 59% correct, functioned as a 
performance threshold. Below this score, background knowledge and comprehension were not noticeably 
correlated; above the threshold score, students' comprehension appeared to increase as their background 
knowledge increased. 

Additional results indicated that the pattern could not be fully explained by the level of students' knowledge 
on a different topic -- what mattered was their background knowledge of ecosystems. 

The researchers found that students' ability to identify specific keywords was a fairly strong predictor whether 
they would perform above or below the threshold. That is, correctly identifying ecosystems, habitat, and 
species as topically relevant was more strongly linked with students' comprehension than was identifying 
bioremediation, densities, and fauna. 

The findings underscore the importance of having reached a basic knowledge level to be able to read and 
comprehend texts across different subjects: 
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"Reading isn't just relevant to English Language Arts classes but also to reading in the content areas," says 
O'Reilly. "The Common Core State Standards highlight the increasing role of content area and disciplinary 
reading. We believe that the role of background knowledge in students' comprehension and learning might be 
more pronounced when reading texts in the subject areas." 

The researchers plan to explore whether a similar kind of knowledge threshold emerges in other topic areas 
and domains; they note that it will be important to extend the research by focusing on diverse measures and 
populations. 

If the pattern holds, the findings could have important applications for classroom teaching, given the 
availability of knowledge assessments that can be administered without taking valuable time away from 
instruction. 

"If we can identify whether a given student does not have sufficient knowledge to comprehend a text, then 
teachers can provide background material -- for example, knowledge maps -- so that students have a context 
for the texts they are about to read," O'Reilly concludes. 

Story Source: 

Association for Psychological Science. 

Journal Reference: 

1. Tenaha O’Reilly, Zuowei Wang, John Sabatini. How Much Knowledge Is Too Little? When a Lack of
Knowledge Becomes a Barrier to Comprehension. Psychological Science, 2019; 095679761986227
DOI: 10.1177/0956797619862276
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Processing – Wrap Up 

• What insights have you gained about the role of background knowledge in
proficient reading?

• What connections have you made to your instructional practice?
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